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ABSTRACT

The presented report describes the instrument
developed and used in the channelling experiments as
well as site preparation and considerations.
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SUMMARY

Physical properties of in situ single fractures have
been investigated by drilling large diameter holes
(4> 200 mm) 2.5 to 3 m into and along prominent single
fractures. Photo logs as well as hydraulic- and tracer
tests have been performed. The experiment is divided
into two parts, (1) the single hole experiments and
(2) the double hole experiment. In the single hole
experiment water was injected into the fracture and
the injection flowrates over 50 mm sections along the
fracture plane were monitored. In the double hole test
two parallel large diameter holes, in the same
fracture, 1.75 m apart, have been used for pressure
pulse tests and a tracer test where 5 different non-
sorbing tracers were injected.

Equipment has been designed for water injection into
single fractures where injection flowrates and
pressure responses are simultaneously monitored in
twenty 50 mm sections along the intersection of the
fiacture with the bore hole. The Multipede injection
packer designed to be used in 4» 200 mm bore holes with
a maximum depth of 2.5 m. Injection is done with
constant pressure which is stable within ±0.0025 bar,
and can be separately adjusted for each of the 20
injection zones. Injection flo^rates can be monitored
with a resolution of 1/100 ml/h, which equals one drop
of water every five hours. The injection and pressure
pulse tests are run by a computer and all data are
stored on magnetic disks.

A fracture survey at the 360 m level and adjacent
levels has been done. The survey focused on prominent
planar fractures with extension of more than 2 m.
Approximately 100 fractures were found.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

If and when a canister in an underground repository
will start to leak, the transport of leached material
from the canister will take place in water filled
fractures. Radionuclides interact with the surrounding
rock through the fracture surface and are thereby
retarded relative to the flowing water. Earlier field
and laboratory investigations (Abelin, et al., 1985),
(Abelin, et al., 1987) and (Neretnieks, et al., 1982)
have shown that only part of the fracture carries
water, this phenomena is called "channelling".

Figure 1-1 is an artist's view of open and closed
parts in a fracture plane.

Channelling may severely reduce the retardation of the
radionuclides due to the reduced surface available for
interaction with the rock and by the presence of fast
pathways. To be able to adequately model the transport
of radionuclides in water bearing fractures it is
necessary to have information on channelling effects.



Figure 1-1. Artists view of closed and open parts in a
fracture plane.

1.2 AIMS

The aims of this experiment were to get data on how
much of a fracture plane that is open to flow, how
these open parts are distributed and on their flow
characteristics. The aim of the tracer test was to get
information on mixing between "channels" within a
fracture plane and to get the residence time and
accessible volume of the fracture.



DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

2.1 REQUIREMENTS

The channeling effects within a fracture plane should
be tested along a line without missing any part along
this line. It should also be possible to perform a
tracer experiment with linear flow where up to five
different tracers could be locally injected and
monitored along a line "downstream". The conventional
technique, penetrating the fracture with a hole
perpendicular to the fracture plane, was discarded
because this type of injection would give a radial
outflow which will make it difficult to determine the
exact location and size of the tracer source and also
these injection holes could not be drilled so close
together that a line along the fracture plane could be
completely covered. It was instead decided that holes,
from which water and tracers could be injected, would
be drilled along the fracture plane.

Earlier field tests (Abelin, et al., 1985), (Abelin,
et al., 1987) have shown that most, channels have a
width between 0.1 to 1 m and that as little as 20 % of
a fracture is open to water flow. Based on these
results it was decided that the fracture needed to be
at least 2 m long and the resolution of channel width
should be 50 mm, giving at least 40 sections along the
hole. It should also be possible to monitor "left" and
"right" side of the hole separately, in all giving 80
sections within a 2 m hole, see Figure 2-1.

Injection should be performed with a constant over-
pressure. The maximum injection pressure needed was
set to 5 bar and injection pressures should be kept as
constant as possible. As the various channels can have
flowrates differing by orders of magnitude, the
injection flowrate monitoring had to be very flexible
as to maximum flowrate and resolution. The lower
measuring limit was set to 1/100 ml/h, corresponding
to 1 drop of water every 5 hours. The monitoring time
was assumed to be from one hour up to several hours.



5 cm

Figure 2-1. Measuring resolution within a single hole.

The pressure tests and the tracer experiment should be
performed over a distance of 1 to 2 m between two
holes in the same fracture plane.

When locating suitable fractures for these tests not
only the direction and appearance of the fracture
should be taken into account but also the normal
stress to which the fracture is subjected to. The
conductivity of the fracture will vary with applied
normal stress. In Figure 2-2 (Witherspoon, et al-,
1979) it can be seen that for a natural in situ
fracture there is only a small change in hydraulic
conductivity with normal stress above 3 MPa. This
dependence of conductivity on normal stress is highly
dependent an the fracture roughness.



Figure 2-2. Variation of hydraulic conductivity in a
fracture with increased stress. Three
different tests.

2.1.1 Rock stress considerations

As soon as a drift is excavated there is a
redistribution of the rock stresses close to the
excavation. These redistributed stresses can be
calculated from the three principal stresses assuming
a cylindrical infinite excavation in a homogeneous
rock. By selecting drifts in different direction to
the principal stresses, different magnitudes of the
redistributed stresses can be achieved. It is
difficult to get a handle on the "principal stresses"
around the mine due to the large iron ore excavations
which causes a first redistribution of stresses. The
drilling of a hole into the fracture can be seen as a
new excavation into a volume that is subjected to the
three redistributed stresses. The magnitude of these
secondary redistributed stresses will depend on the
orientation of the bore hole in.the fracture plane.
Figure 2-3 shows a fracture plane with a bore hole
along the plane and the two stresses that will
influence the hydraulic conductivity of the fracture
assuming that no displacement due to shear has
occurred.



Figure 2-3. Investigation bore hole in the fracture
plane and stresses of interest.

Px and Py will vary along the fracture plane due to
the excavated drift. A second variation, due to the
bore hole "excavation", will affect both Px and Py
close to the bore hole. This situation is difficult to
resolve for all stress situations. Selecting
situations where Py at a minimum will be 5 MPa (based
on Figure 2-2) at any location of the fracture plane,
will reduce the changes in hydraulic conductivity due
to variations in Py over the plane. A second
consideration must be the ratio of Py to Px. Px should
nowhere along the bore hole be more than twice Py or
else a dilation of the fracture may occur at the
intersection with the bore hole. If a dilation should
occur it would be impossible to seal off a small
section along the bore hole as all sections would be
connected via the dilated fracture.

To the above mentioned considerations can be added the
stress situation for those fractures, unseen and seen
at the drift, intersecting the fracture of interest.
The situation might be that the investigated fracture
has an acceptable stress situation but intersecting



fractures might be dilated and thereby have a higher
conductivity than in the natural case.

A more detailed presentation of rock stresses and
their effects on fractures is given in Appendix 1.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT

To be able to investigate the fracture characteristics
along a fracture plane a large diameter (O 200 mm)
hole is drilled along the fracture plane to a depth of
about 2.5 m, see Figure 2-4. To facilitate the
drilling, only planar fractures well seen in the
drifts were selected for testing. A multi-pede packer,
the Multipede, was inserted into the hole to seal off
the hole from the drift. The packer was used to inject
water all along the intersected fracture plane.

The injection flowrates were monitored separately for
the left and right side of the hole over 80 short
sections of the fracture plane. The fracture
intersection with the bore hole was also photographed.
These photographs were scrutinized to obtain data on
fracture properties such as open fracture area, number
of intersections, thickness of infilling. These tescs
are called "The Single Hole Experiments."



Figure 2-4. Testing hole along fracture plane.

For the pressure pulse tests and the tracer
experiment, a second large diameter hole was drilled
in a fracture where already a tested single hole
existed at a center to center distance of about 2 m,
see Figure 2-5. Pressure pulse tests and a tracer test
were performed between the two holes. The pressure
pulse test were performed by injecting water over a
small,50 mm x 50 mm, section in one hole and
monitoring all along the fracture intersection in the
other hole. This injection zone was moved along the
fracture intersection and the injection was repeated
until all parts of interest in the first hole were
tested. The test was then reversed with injection in
the second hole and monitoring in the first hole. The
results from the single hole tests and the pressure
pulse tests were used to select 5 tracer injection
points in one hole and 10 sampling points in the other
hole. These tests are called "The Double Hole
Experiment".



Figure 2-5. Double hole arrangement.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE, SINGLE HOLE

2.3.1 Fracture mapping

The objective of the fracture mapping was to find
suitable fractures for use in the tests at accessible
locatior.3 at the 360 m level. A suitable fracture is
one that is planar and can be seen over a major part
of the perimeter of the drift. It has to be isolated,
meaning that there is no other major fracture which
intersects close to the point of interest. For the
tracer experiment the fractvre has to be saturated
with water or else water will be lost into the rock,
so natural water flow was also of interest.

To get a first set of fractures suitable for these
experiments a survey at the 360 m level and
surrounding levels, at accessible places, was
performed by J. Irvine. The following was noted for
each fracture :
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- level
- drift
- fracture number (given during mapping)
- localization
- type of granite
- rock quality adjacent to the fracture
- filling materials
- extension of fracture in the drift
- signs of water
- direction relative to the drift

Approximately 100 suitable fractures were found. J.
Irvine's report on the fracture mapping is given in
Appendix 2. The actual field notes are left out, only
the introduction and the conclusions are presented.

As J. Irvine not had the possibility to determine the
geographical dip and direction of the fractures, VIAK
AB, Falun, made these measurements on the fractures
selected by Irvine. During these measurements new
fractures were added and some old discarded. In
addition to the normally mapped properties (dip,
direction, rock type, fracture filling, water flow,
fracture width, length, number of intersecting
fractures) an estimate of the normal stress, to which
the fracture is subjected, was done . Based on these
data, VIAK made suggestions on which fractures to use
and in what direction to drill. The VIAK report is
given in Appendix 3. After this a list of fractures
sorted in order of suitability was established. During
the actual drilling and testing of fractures more
experience was gained and the list was constantly
being refined.

2.3.2 Drilling

The drilling of the large diameter investigation holes
was performed in two steps. First a 100 mm diameter
hole was drilled, in the direction establish from what
was seen at the face of the drift, to a depth of
approximately 1.5 m to get more relevant information
of the direction of the fracture. Based on these
results an adjustment of the direction of the 200 mm
hole was done. The 200 mm hole was drilled to overcore
the 100 mm hole, see Figure 2-6. The location of the
hole in the fracture was, whenever possible, selected
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so that if desired a second hole for the tracer test
could be drilled at a distance of 1-2 m in the same
fracture.

The drilling equipment was designed to be easily
movable and allow for fine adjustment of drilling
direction. It was assembled with regular parts but had
an oversized hydraulic pump to be able to cope with
both small (100 mm) and large (200 mm) diameter holes.

Figure 2-6. Drilling of a 200 mm investigation hole.

To avoid drying out of the holes, when not in use,
they were sealed of at the face of the drift by a
short mechanical packer.

2.3.3 Photographing

After drilling, the hole was photographed along the
two fracture intersections, 36 photographs from each
side. These photographs were mapped in 1 cm intervals
for :

- open area
- total fracture length
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number of fractures
thickness of infilling
number of intersections

2.3.4 Coarse injection tests

To determine if it was meaningful to do detailed water
injection tests, implying movement of all measuring
equipment, the hole was first scanned with a coarse
method giving injection flowrates over 200 mm sections
including both left and right side. In these tests the
Scanning packer described in 3.2.2 "Low resolution
injection packer" was used.

2.3.5 Detailed injection tests

The detailed injections were performed using the
Multipede packer, which is described below. Water was
injected in twenty 50 mm x 50 mm sections at a time.
These sections were located in a row, 50 mm apart. The
parts between the sections were sealed off. To cover
all parts of the fracture intersections four sets of
measurements had to be performed, including one 50 mm
movement of the Multipede packer. The injection tests
were done with constant injection pressure during 5 to
10 hours. To eliminate the risk of spurious
information on inflow from sections due to leakage
passing the sealing back to the hole, the hole was
kept at a slightly higher pressure than the injection
sections.

During these tests the face of the drift, close to the
hole, was observed for emerging water. In some cases
the areas surrounding the hole were covered with
plastic sheets.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE, DOUBLE HOLE

The double hole experiment was performed in a fracture
where earlier a single hole test had shown that
channels exist. A second hole was drilled in the same
fracture plane at a center to center distance of 1.95
m. This second hole was also subjected to a single
hole test before suitable points for the cross hole
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pressure pulse tests could be selected.

2.4.1 Preliminary tracer test

Prior to the pressure pulse tests, a preliminary
tracer test was performed using different salts as
tracers to determine the suitability of the fracture
for further investigations.

One of the holes was divided into three sections using
the Scanning packer, the first section from 50 -95 cir.,
the second from 100 - 120 cm and the innermost from
125 - 280 cm. Three different tracers, Fluoride at the
outer section, Bromide at the middle section and
Iodide at the innermost section, were injected at a
constant pressure of 2 bar. As not only the fracture
plane but the entire hole was subjected to the tracer
injection the injection flowrates were large.

In the other hole there was a tube going to the bottom
of the hole, through which the water entering the
entire hole was collected once a day.

Prior to the injection, the inflow to the sampling
hole was approximately 2 ml/h. During the tracer
injections the inflow increased to 7.5 ml/h. This
increase in flowrate and the appearance of at least
Iodide after 10 hours showed that there was a
connection between the two holes and that they were
suitable for the double hole tests.

2.4.2 Pressure pulse tests

To locate suitable sections where to inject water for
the detailed pressure pulse tests, a coarse test was
performed. In this test the entire hole was
pressurized using the Scanning packer and the
responses were monitored all along the fracture using
the Multipede packer in the other hole. This coarse
test was reversed, using the receiver hole as the
injection hole. Sections which showed pressure
responses and also had injection flowrates during the
single hole tests were chosen for the detailed
pressure pulse tests.
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Detailed pressure pulse tests were performed from the
selected points, in both directions, with injection at
single sections, 50 mm x 50 mm, in one hole and
monitoring in twenty sections along the fracture
intersection in the second hole. This test was
repeated with the Multipede moved 50 mm to obtain full
coverage of the fracture intersection. Then the
injection section was moved to the next point of
interest and the measurements were repeated.

During all tests the monitoring hole was kept at
atmospheric pressure, to avoid pressure build up in
the hole which might have interfered with the pressure
build up in the monitoring sections. These tests were
normally run for 20 hours including a pre-injection
time of 6 hours under which the background conditions
could be observed and 4 hours after the injection
stopped when the pressure decline could be observed.

2.4.3 Fracture sealing

The sealing of the fracture at the face of the drift
for the double hole experiment was done by making a
slit with a handheld pneumatic angle grinder equipped
with a diamond wheel. The slit was approximately 2 mm
wide and 20 mre deep. The slit was heated with a gas
burner to dry it out and then Loctite 53 0 glue was
applied to the intersection and penetrated into the
fracture by capillary forces. This glue needs contact
with oxygen to stay liquid, so inside the fracture it
will immediately cure. To strengthen the seal the slit
was filled with an epoxy resin, NM Injektering INP42,
which is normally used to fix linings in bore holes.
Figure 2-7 shows the method of sealing.



Figure 2-7. Sealing of fracture at face of drift with
Loctite 510 glue and Epoxy resin.

2.4.4 Tracer injection test

Five different non-sorbing tracers were injected from
5 different 50 mm sections in one hole. These sections
had been found to be the most conductive and to have
pressure connection with the sampling hole.
Simultaneously with the tracer solution, water was
injected along the rest of the fracture intersection.
A specially designed sampling packer was installed in
the monitoring hole, see 3.5.1 "Water collection
packer". This sampling packer allowed for water
collection at 20 different points in the sampling
hole.

The tracers were injected from 5 sections, each 50 mm
x 50 mm, using the packer described in 3.2.1 "High
resolution injection packer ....". The tracer
solutions were injected with a constant pressure of 2
bar overpressure. To obtain "linear" flow for the
tracers, water was injected with the same pressure as
used for the tracers from the remaining 15 sections.
The tracers were continuously injected for 4 weeks.

When deciding tracer injection concentrations both
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injection flowrates and sample flowrates were taken
into account.

Due to the low sampling flowrates at some points it
was necessary to increase the injection tracer
concentration so that samples from these points could
allow for dilution prior to analysis so that enough
sample volume was obtained.

The five tracers used were Uranin (Na-Fluoroscein),
Eosin Yellowish, Elbenyl Brilliant Flavine, Duasyn
Acid Green V and Fhloxine B. The tracers have been
tested and found stable with time and non-sorbing on
granite and the materials used in the equipment. The
tests of the tracers is described in (Abelin, et al.,
1987).
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EQUIPMENT

The field equipment used in these experiment can be
divided into five major groups, (1) borehole camera,
(2) injection packers, (3) flowrate / pressure
monitoring system, (4) data acquisition / control
system and (5) tracer injection / water collection
equipment.

Different, combinations of the above* major parts were
used in the single hole tests, double hole pressure
pulse tests and the double hole tracer test.

3.1 BOREHOLE CAMERA

The borehole camera is based on a 36 mm standard SLR
camera, NIKON F 501 equipped with a macro flash unit
with which it is possible to get both direct and
indirect light. It was decided that 36 frames should
cover at least 2 m fracture. This resulted in a 24 mm
lens equipped with a extension tube giving a focusing
distance 16 cm. The camera sleigh was designed to be
very ridged so that it should not twist within the
bore hole. The depth of the camera in the hole is
indicated on the rod used when pulling the sleigh in
and out of the bore hole. To be able to center the
fracture on the photographs, the camera is rotatable
within the sleigh. The power to the flash unit was
supplied by an external battery unit, NIKON Macro
Speedlight SB-21, by which it was possible take 72
photos before replacing the batteries. Figure 3-1
shows the sleigh with mounted camera. The black&white
film used was Kodak TMAX 100.
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Figure 3-1. Camera sleigh with mounted camera and flash
unit.

.2 INJECTION PACKERS

3.2.1 High resolution injection packer, 50 mm x 50 mm
sections, the Multipede

As it was required to be able to seal off short (50 mm
x 50 mm) sections along the fracture intersection
separately on "left" and "right" side, no ordinary
inflatable packer could be used. Instead it was
decided to use small rubber "cups" that were pressed
to the wall of the bore hole by hydraulic pistons. As
the fractures within the hole undulate, it was
necessary to have the rubber cups individually
adjustable. Figure 3-2 shows the final design of the
so called Multipede packer.
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Figure 3-2. Final design of the Multipede packer.

As the monitoring length along the fracture was set to
2 m with a resolution of 50 mm, 40 individual
injection zones on each side would be needed.It was
not possible to have 40 simultaneous injection zones.
Instead, 20 rubber cushions 100 mm x 100 mm with a
injection area of 50 mm x 50 mm were used. This design
made it necessary to do the injection test for one
side in two steps with a 50 mm movement of the packer
in between, see Figure 3-3 as only half the fracture
intersection was covered by the injection area. The 50
mm height of the injection compartment was chosen so
that the fracture plane if undulating should still be
within the injection compartment even though the
Multipede was moved 50 mm.
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Figure 3-3. Measuring procedure, Multipede packer.

To be able to move the Multipede 50 mm without
emptying the hole, an outer mechanical packer was
designed, through which the steering rod for the
Multipede could slide. The sleeves of the outer packer
were hydraulically compressed, see Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Outer packer for the Multipede system.
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Figure 3-5 shows the design of a individual rubber
cushion with connections.

Figure 3-5. One single injection section on the,
Multipede.

The injection section consists of three major parts;
(1) rubber cushion with injection compartment; (2)
hydraulic piston with which the rubber cushion is
pressed against the wall of the hole and (3) a short
steel tube with o-ring sealings, which can slide and
rotate on the supporting rod to accommodate for
fracture undulation. Hydraulic pressure used for
expansion of the piston is supplied through the center
of the supporting rod.

The rubber cushion is fixed to the piston with a bolt.
To eliminate even minor compression of the rubber
cushion during measurements, the bolt can be adjusted
so that the head is in contact with the wall. Water
inlet to the 50 mm x 50 mm injection compartment is
through a hole drilled in the center of the bolt. Each
injection compartment has an individual tube for water
injection, A hydraulic pressure of 100 bar was used to
expand the pistons resulting in a sealing pressure on
the rubber cushion of 10 bar. The piston is pulled
back to the original position by vacuum. To be able to
place two rubber cushions at opposite positions, the
piston is mounted off-center on the sliding tube, see
Figure 3-5b.
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Figure 3-2 shows the complete Multipede packer with
totally 40 rubber cushions, outer packer and end plate
with connectors for the 40 individual water injection
tubes.

Between two adjacent rubber cushions there is a small
gap. This gap will be a point in the fracture
intersection which will have a pressure equal to the
pressure in the hole. If this pressure were lower than
the injection pressure there would be a risk that a
flow will occur from the injection compartment to the
gap. This false injection flow can not be
distinguished from real inflow to the fracture. To
avoid these spurious channels, the pressure in the
surrounding hole was kept somewhat higher than the
pressures in the injection compartments. It was
thereby possible to eliminate this risk. Instead there
was a loss of information in the sections where there
were leaks.

To decrease the risk of the above mentioned leakage,
all the 20 rubber "cups" on each side were covered
with one 2 m long unvulcanized rubber band in which
there were cut outs for the injection compartments,
see Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6. The Multipede showing the extra sealing
with a unvulcanized rubber band to prevent
leakage in gaps between rubber cushions.

When needed, the Multipede could be equipped with a
inner packer to isolate the innermost part of the hole
and thereby reducing the total injection flowrate.

3.2.2 Low resolution injection packer, 200 mm sections, the
Scanning packer.

The low resolution injection packer,the so called
Scanning packer, was used to determine if a test hole
was suitable for detailed measurements. The packer,
shown in Figure 3-7, consists of a movable 200 mm
section and an outer packer through which the central
rod can glide. The 200 mm section is straddled by two
short mechanical packers which are hydraulically
compressed using a small hand held pump. The outer
packer is mechanically compressed. This system allows
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for movement of the 200 mm section without letting out
the pressure in the hole. Water is simultaneously
injected in all three zones. Each zone is connected to
a vessel placed on a balance so that the injection
flowrates can be determined. The balances are read by
a HP85 computer which has a built in printer which is
used as a real time recorder. The injection pressure
is supplied by compressed nitrogen and is set with an
ordinary mechanical gas governor. The middle zone is
moved 200 mm at a time and the measurements are
repeated.

Figure 3-7. Low resolution injection packer, Scanning
packer.

3.2.3 The single zone injection packer, 50 mm x 50 mm
section, the Inflatable packer.

Pressure pulse tests were performed in the double hole
experiment using a single point source and a multi
point receiver.

An inflatable packer was installed in the source hole
on which four separate injection zones are glued, see
Figure 3-8. By rotating the injection packer and
moving it ±250 mm in the hole, all parts of the
fracture intersections could be tested.
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Figure 3-8. Inflatable packer with single injection
zones, the Inflatable packer.

3.3 FLOWRATE AND PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEMS

As the complete large diameter hole was pressurized in
addition to the 20 injection compartments, two
different ranges of flowrates had to be monitored
during a injection test. The larger flowrate, assumed
to be up to 1000 ml/h, went into the part of the hole
not covered by the rubber cushions. The injection
flowrates to the rubber cushions was assumed to be up
to 10 ml/h.' It was decided that the dynamic range of
the measuring devices should be 1000.

This requirement gives a resolution of 1 ml/h for the
large flowrate monitoring system and 0.01 ml/h for the
low flowrate monitoring system.

The large flowrate monitoring system consisted of a
METTLER PM16 balance (maximum tara 16000 g, resolution
1 g) on which a pressure vessel rested. The balance
was connected to a HP 9816 computer via an IEEE 488
interface. The loss of mass with time gives the
flowrate. The vessel had a internal volume of 10
liters but could only be filled with 8 liters without
exceeding 16000 g. Having an injection flowrate of
1000 ml/h the tests could be run for a maximum of 8
hours.

As mentioned above, water injection flowrates to the
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injection sections, down to 0.01 ml/h should be
measured. The basic idea of the flow meter is to
monitor the emptying of a vertical tube. The height of
the water pillar in the tube is measured with a
differential pressure transducer. To get a high
resolution, a small diameter tube is used. As the
volume of this tube is very small, a refill system is
needed. To accommodate a large span of flowrates,
tubes with different diameters could be used.
Figure 3-9 shows a measuring unit but without the
refill system.

Figure 3-9. Low flowrate monitoring system.

The differential pressure transducer was a DRUCK PDCR
10/35L which could sustain a maximum differential
pressure equal to 2000 mm water pillar and had a
resolution of 0.5 mm water pillar within a span of ±
700 mm.

A tube with an inner diameter 3 mm will then have a
resolution of 0.0035 ml. As the internal volume of
this tube is only 5 ml it may have to be refilled
several times during an injection test.

The differential pressure transducer was connected to
a DRUCK DPI 420 amplifier and a A/D converter with a
IEEE 488 interface.

The water was injected with a constant over-pressure
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which was produced by compressed nitrogen. To control
the injection pressure, a computer controlled DRUCK
DPI 500 was used. The injection pressure is the sum of
the applied nitrogen pressure and the height of the
water pillar in the tube. If the applied nitrogen
pressure was kept constant during the test, a decrease
in the injection pressure with time would occur as the
hight of the water pillar in the tube decreases. To be
able to keep a constant injection pressure, the
applied nitrogen pressure had to be controlled as a
function of the height of the water pillar. A second
effect of the decreasing water pillar is that the gas
volume above the pillar gets larger and thereby
decreases the nitrogen pressure. To minimize this
effect, the gas volume in the system was approximately
1000 times larger than the volume of the tube. The
applied nitrogen pressure was adjusted every 15 minute
or when the height of the water pillar had changed
more than 50 mm. To facilitate the monitoring of the
injection pressure, each injection zone was equipped
with a total pressure transducer. The equipment was
able to keep the injection pressures constant within
±25 mm water head. As the decrease in water pillar
height will be different for each injection
compartment, the applied nitrogen pressure could be
set individually for each of the compartments. Figure
3-10 shows a complete low flowrate monitoring system.

Figure 3-10.A complete low flowrate monitoring system.
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With this system it was only possible to monitor the
injection flowrates to 20 of the 40 injection
compartments at one injection test. The other 20 were
lumped together with the rest of the hole. After one
test, the monitoring devices were switched over to the
20 lumped compartments with the 4-way valve and a new
injection test was performed. The complete injection
system is schematically shown in Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11.A complete injection system.

3.4 DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL SYSTEM

The high resolution injection system is controlled by
a HP9816 computer to which a HP34 97A scanner, HP34 98A
slave scanner, a HP3488A switch unit, 20 DRUCK PDCR
10/35L (differential pressure transducers) via two
DRUCK DPI 420 (amplifier), a DRUCK DPI 500 (pressure
regulator), a METTLER PM 16 balance, a printer and a
external disk drive HP82901 containing two 5 1/4", see
Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12.The data acquisition and control for the
high resolution injection system.

The HP scanners together with the two DRUCK DPI 420
were used for data acquisition. The HP3488A switch
unit was used for controlling all solenoid valves. The
printer was used as a real time recorder and data was
stored on two 5 1/4" disks so that they easily could
be converted to IBM PC format. The conversion of the
disks is performed by the program "HP to IBM" from
OSWEGO SOFTWARE.

An injection test was divided into three parts:
startup; actual injection test and ending of test.

The startup phase consists of the following:

- initialization of data storage files.
- filling of measuring tubes and storing start

heights.
- checking and storing tube sizes.
- checking and storing position of 4-way valves.
- storing initial total pressures.
- storing initial mass on balance.
- checking status of solenoid valves.

To be able to record the position of a solenoid valve,
a resistor was mounted over the power connector. The
voltage over the resistor indicates the status of the
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valve. The 4-way valves were fitted with rheostats
connected to a 24 V supply. The voltage over the
second connection of the rheostat gave direct
information on the position of the valve. Each
measuring tube had an attached resistor with a value
proportional to the inner diameter. By scanning the
voltage over all these resistors and rheostats/ the
initial status of the injection system could be
monitored.

The data collected during the actual injection were:
time, total pressures for each injection zone, the
heights of the water pillar in the measuring tubes and
the mass on the balance. The individually applied
nitrogen pressure is adjusted corresponding to the
height of the water pillar. The time needed for such
an adjustment is about half a minute. If the height is
below a certain limit, the measuring tube is refilled.
The differential pressure transducers, which give the
heights of the water pillars, are read once every
minute. The total pressure transducers are read every
fifth minute and the balance every fourth minute.

At the end of the injection test, the start up
procedure is repeated to give the status of the
injection equipment at the end of the test except for
the initialization of the data files.

The Multipede was used in the receiver hole to monitor
the pressure responses along the fracture plane. The
pressure responses could be monitored in 20 sections
at the same time. To monitor all sections in the
fracture plane the Multipede had to be moved 50 mm and
the water injection had to be repeated.

To increase the resolution of pressure response
monitoring a slight modification of the differential
pressure transducer arrangement was done. By placing a
shut off valve on the measuring tube it was possible
to connect the dry side of the transducer to open air
pressure, thereby converting it to a absolute pressure
transducer with a resolution of 0.5 mm water pillar to
be compared with a few 10's of millimeters for the
ordinary total pressure transducers, see Figure 3-13.
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Figure 3-13.Rearrangement of the differential pressure
transducers.

The equipment used for monitoring the pressure
r3sponses could read the 20 pressures and injected
volume two times a second, but since the time for the
pressure responses were minutes to hours a scanning
interval of 3 minutes was used.

3.5 TRACER TEST AND WATER COLLECTION EQUIPMENT

Tracer injection was done using the same equipment as
in the single hole tests. The only exceptions were the
injection compartments where tracers were injected and
those zones were the total volume of injected water
was predicted to exceeded the volume of the internal
refill vessel. In these cases, the internal vessels
were disconnected and external larger vessels were
connected. All the flowrate monitoring was still done
using the differential pressure measuring system.

Water samples were taken from the monitoring hole with
a specially designed sampling packer. The samples were
transported from the packer using under-pressure to
fractional collectors kept in "vacuum" boxes.
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3.5.1 Water collection packer

Water samples were taken from the monitoring hole with
a specially designed sampling packer which had 10
sampling zones, each 50 mm x 50 mm, that could be
adjusted to cover the most interesting sampling areas,
see Figure 3-14.

It was also possible to take water samples from the
sections between the sampling zones. The sampling
zones are rubber cushions very similar to those used
on the Multipede.

Figure 3-14.Sampling packer, tracer test.

3.5.2 Water collection equipment outside hole

The water entering a sampling zone or the area between
sampling zones was taken to a fractional collector by
under-pressure obtained by placing the collector in a
box connected to a vacuum pump. By connecting one
sampling zone at a time to the fractional collector,
the water within that sampling zone was sucked to a
test tube. With this method, all water that had
entered a sampling zone was taken to the test tube
with only a small time delay. A system of solenoid
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valves opened one sampling zone at a time for 15
seconds to the fractional collector. Each sampling
cushion had one inlet for air and one outlet for the
water.

3.5.3 Modification of injection compartment

To insure a good flushing when the injection was
changed from pure water to tracer solution the
injection compartments had to be modified, see Figure
3-15.

The bolt in the center of the rubber cushion had a
single outlet for water. This was changed to four
outlets in perpendicular directions. The injection
compartment was also modified to have four outlets,
one in each corner. Before starting the tracer
injection, the injection compartment was flushed until
the outlet solution had the same concentration as the
inlet.

Figure 3-15.Modified injection compartment for tracer
injection.
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4. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To follow a fracture plane for 2.5-3 m with a 200 mm
hole worked better than expected. Just a few fractures
were rejected due to that the fracture plane was
"lost". It is however important to first drill a pilot
hole with smaller diameter for 1-1.5 m to obtain the
fracture direction more accurately. One disadvantage
with this drilling arrangement is that only fractures
that are planar and that could be followed for 2.5-3 m
are tested. These fractures might not be
representative for fractures where the major part of
the water flow occurs.

To work along a line of the fracture plane caused
problems. Small "chips" of fracture coating material
could fall out during drilling. This made it in some
cases difficult to isolate the individual 50 mm x 50
mn. injection compartments. To overcome this problem
the rubber cushion had to be modified and a 1 mm thick
soft unvulcanized rubber sheet was glued to the rubber
cushion.

Even though unvulcanized rubber was used, some
injection compartments could have connection to the
rest of the hole. To detect any leakage between
injection compartments and the hole, the pressure in
the hole was slightly higher (10 cm water head). If
leakage occurred, then water moved into the injection
compartment and the height of the water pillar for
that specific zone increased. Decreasing water pillar
heights in the measuring tubes can only occur if water
had entered the fracture plane, since water could not
go back to the hole due to the pressure difference.
The pressure control system worked very well and could
maintain a pressure constant within ± 25 mm water
head.

To work in this small scale where sealing distances
were only a few 10's of millimeters means that even
very small pressure differences caused large pressure
gradients over the short sealing length.
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It was not found possible to try to predict if it is
possible to inject water into a fracture based on the
physical appearance, such as openings, seen on the
photographs.
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ROCK STRESSES AND NORMAL STRESS

INTRODUCTION

As earlier field experiments have given clear
indications of channels within single fractures and as
this effect has a major impact on the radionuclide
retardation it is of interest to determine the extent
of channelling.

This experiment will be performed in the Stripa mine
with the purpose to investigate channelling within
"single" fractures. It will run at the 360 m level
where fractures will be accessed from the drifts. Holes
will be drilled from the face of the drift in the plane
of the fracture to be investigated. These holes, up to
10 (in different fractures), will have an approximate
length of 2 m and a diameter of 200 mm. Water will be
injected in 50 mm sections along the whole intersection
between fracture and investigation hole. This will show
how large part of the fracture is open to water flow
and how these "channels" are distributed. The physical
apertures over the fracture will change with the normal
stress acting on the fracture i.e. the same fracture
will give different results depending on the normal
stress to which it is subjected. It has therefore been
of interest to investigate the stress fields around
fractures that intersect drifts in the mine.

ROCK STRESS AND THE EFFECT ON CHANNELLING

The following presentation is based on the report "Some
aspects of iracture and bore hole orientation relative
to rock stress and predicted effects on channeled flow"
March 1987 by Jeff Irvine and discussions with Alex
Makurat, Panayiotis Chryssanthakis and Gunnar Vik at
N.G.I ( Norges Geotekniska Institut ) July 1987.

All rock is subjected to stress which can be be divided
into 3 principal directions (Oj, (J2, O3) where Oj > O2 >
O3. As soon as a drift or shaft is excavated in a rock
mass there is a redistribution of the rock stresses
close to the excavation.

Assuming a cylindrical infinite excavation in a
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homogeneous rock, these stresses can be recalculated to
the cylindrical coordinates of the drift i.e.
tangential (Ot), radial (ar) and axial (oa) stresses.
Only stresses acting perpendicular to the axis of the
drift are included in these recalculations. These
stresses are called Px and Py where Px = M*Py. All these
stresses are given in Figure Al-1 and Equations (Al.l)
and (A1.2) are used for the recalculation.

M

vertical stress

horizontal stress

Px/Py

O r radial stress

(Jt tangential stress

a radius of the drift

r radial distance

4> angle from horizontal plane

Figure Al-1. Notation of stresses around a drift.

(Ai.i;

o, = • (A1.2)

The results from a recalculation of stresses assuming
M=4 i.e. the horizontal stress (Px) is four times the
vertical stress (Pv) is given in Figure Al-2.
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..••Or

Figure Al-2. Radial and tangential stresses around
cylindrical excavation assuming M=4.

As can be seen in Figure Al-2 radial stress at the face
of the drift is 0 independent of O. In the case of
tangential stress there is a shift from compressing
force at the ceiling to a dilation force at the sides
of the drift. This shift is dependent on M. Further
away from the drift the stresses are back to normal.
The distances at which this occurs are dependent on M
and <I>.

THE EFFECT OF ROCK STRESS ON FRACTURE OPENINGS

General

The stresses of interest are chose which can compress,
dilate or shear a fracture. Fracture planes parallel to
any of the 3 principal stresses (Oj, O2, O3) will not by
definition be subjected to any shear. The change in the
fracture opening can be expressed as a change of
hydraulic transmissivity or conductivity. Figure Al-3
shows hydraulic conductivity from three different
experiments (2 laboratory and 1 field experiment) where
the same fracture has been subjected to different
normal stresses. One should note the different sizes of
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the tested samples varying from 0.15 m to 2.8 m (the
field test). It is not the absolute value of the
hydraulic conductivity that is of interest but the
change in conductivity with normal stress. The larger
samples have a conductivity that decreases with higher
normal stress to a certain level where the change in
conductivities almost levels off this implies that if a
fracture is subjected to a normal stress larger than ~
3 MPa there will only be a minor change in conductivity
if the normal stress is increased.

10'

10'

\ ^v #—In-»»tu »ptci

_ \ N^T . . ^ (C0l.t.Ol..l

-tiru tpccifntn
L.B7T)

I 10
Tolol Normol Stress, a, MPo

Figure Al-3. Variation of hydraulic conductivity in a
fracture with increasing stress. 3
different tests (Witherspoon et al,
1979).

We will here discuss 3 different cases were a fracture
intersects a drift: (1) Case I, vertical and
perpendicular to the axis of the drift, see Figure Al-
4; (2) Case II,vertical and parallel to the drift, see
Figure Al-5; (3) Case III, horizontal and parallel to
the drift, see Figure Al-6.

Using Case II and III and the stresses shown in Figure
Al-2 to illustrate the effect of stress on fractures
close to a excavation. In both cases ot will be normal
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to the fracture plane and either compress or dilate the
fracture. In case II the fracture will be subjected to
a normal stress at the face of the drift that is
approximately 3 times the natural stress. The fracture
aperture will then be reduced. The opposite effect of
the stress redistribution occurs in case III were the
fracture instead is dilated at the face of the drift.

Figure Al-4. Case I, vertical and perpendicular to the
axis of the drift.

Figure Al-5. Case II, vertical and parallel to the
axis of the drift.
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Figure Al-6. Case III, horizontal and parallel to the
axis of the drift.

The method of drilling a bore hole in the plane of the
fracture to investigate the channelling will in it self
cause a second redistribution of the stress field
around the bore hole.

Criteria for suitability of fractures

Here below only the force normal to the fracture plane
is considered. The effect of shear-stress and shear
displacement is discussed under "DISCUSSION".

The basic criterion is that the hydraulic properties of
the fracture should not change over the whole measuring
length due to variations in the stress field to which
the fracture is subjected. This can be obtained in two
ways: (1) choosing a fracture which is subjected to a
constant or minor changing normal stress; (2) referring
to Figure Al-3, normal stress should not fall below 3
MPa as any normal stress above 3 MPa has little or no
influence on the hydraulic conductivity.

In case I the axial stress, which is not redistributed,
will be the normal stress to the fracture and the
fracture will not be affected by the tangential and
radial stresses.

In case II, M (Px/Py) should not be lower than 0.5.
Then there will be no relaxation of the fracture.
Higher M will give a closure of the fracture close to
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the drift. For reasonably high M the maximum tangential
stress will not be more than a factor 3 higher.

In case III, M should not exceed 2 and a lowering of M
will have the same effect as an increase of M in case
II.

Stress measurements at the Stripa mine

Compilation of stress measurements in the Stripa mine
shows that Gj is horizontal and about twice CT2 which
also is horizontal. O3 is nearly vertical and half of
c2.

Effects of bore hole on fracture

As the method is to measure the water inflow rates are
to be measured in 5 cm sections perpendicular to the
drilled hole all along the fracture at the same time, a
dilation of the fracture close to the hole would make
these measurements impossible. This implies that no
decrease in tangential stress close to the bore hole
can be allowed.

The investigation bore hole will be drilled in the
plane of the fracture and will thereby be an excavation
like case II or case III. In these cases the tangential
stress will act as the normal stress over the fracture.
Figure Al-7 shows the bore hole into the fracture and
the notation of the stresses.

Figures Al-8 to Al-10 show the different cases and how
Px and Py are related to the stresses around the drift.
Only two directions of the drifts relative to Cj are
considered namely parallel and perpendicular.
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Px

Py

Horizontal stress
Vertical stress

Figure A1-7 Investigation bore hole in the fracture
plane and stresses of interest.

Figure Al-8 Case I with directions of P* and Py.
Px =ot-»C3(hor. hole) (<SX=1,II to drift)

-•(*! (ver. hole) (a^J. to drift)
-*C2 (ver. hole) (0,=// to drift)

0Ta=(J2 (hor./ver. hole) (Oi=l to drift)
=(*! (hor./ver. hole) (<*]=// to drift)

Py =
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Figure Al-9. Case II with directions of Px

Px=oa=a! (aj=// to drift)

=a2 (aj=l to drift)

Py=at^-ai (C!=l to drift)

->•<?! (Gx=ll to drift)

and

Figure Al-10 Case III with directions of
Px=Oa=O! (Oj=// to drift)

=G2 (Oi=l to drift)

Py=Ot->C3 (O]=l,// to drift)

and
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Application of theory on real systems

In the following discussion two M's will be used: (1) M
= Px/Pv which refers to the stresses on the drift; (2)
M' = Px/Py which refers to the stresses around the
investigation bore hole.

Having a drift parallel (Oj //) with Oj will give M = 1
- 2 and perpendicular (Cj -L) will give M = 3 - 4.

Referring to Figure Al-7 it can be seen that an M1

larger than 2 will give a relaxation of the normal
stress acting on the fracture close to the
investigation bore hole i.e. M' larger than 2 can NOT
be accepted. This will be referred to as criterion Cl.

Changes in normal stress over the fracture plane can be
accepted as long as the minimum normal stress is above
3-4 MPa. This will be referred to as criterion C2.
No part of the fracture plane should be subjected to
relaxation due to the drift. This is referred to as
criterion C3.

Two stress distributions are assumed (Oj= 2*G2= 4*<T3, Oj
= 2*O2= 3*O3, Oj is 24 M?a in both distributions) in
Tables Al-2 to Al-5 below. At each distribution two
situations are considered: (1) measurements are
performed from 0 to 2 m depth; (2) It has been possible
to drill 3 m along the fracture and measurements are
performed from 1 to 3 m depth. Table Al-3 and Al-5 show
recalculated stresses for this case assuming ^ .adius
of the drift of 2 m ,

The second situation will reduce the effects close to
the drift and fractures that are first found to be
unsuitable may be used.

In the tables and figures below non suitable fractures
are marked NO and suitable fractures are classed * up
t o **** for the most suitable.
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Table Al-1. Compilation of stresses for different cases, 0-2 m,
Oj = 24, O2 = 12, 03 = 6.

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 M*

Case

I
I
I
I
II
II
III
III

= 1/2

o,

//
//
1
1
//
1
II
1

2 M1

M

2
2
4
4
2
4
2
4

= 0

B.h
dir

hor
ver
hor
ver
ver
ver
hor
hor

3 M'

min

24
24
12
12
12
24
6
-6

= 1

<JN
max

24
24
12
12
12
66
6

—

4 M'

M1

max

1/4
5/4
1/2
11/2
2
1/2
4

—

= 1/4

°N
min

24
24
12
—

12
24

—

max

67
661

362

—

243

67<

—

OK

*
*
**

NO
* **
*

NO
NO

C2
C2
C2
Cl

Cl
C3

Both fractures case I (vertical and perpendicular to
drift) and case II (vertical and parallel to drift) can
be used. In all acceptable cases there will be at least
a factor 2 higher normal stress acting on the fracture
at the face of the investigation hole.

Fracture type case III (horizontal and parallel to
drift) are either dilated at the face of the drift or
at the face of the investigation hole.

Table Al-2. Compilation of stresses for different cases, 1-3 m
Oj = 24, O2 = 12, C3 = 6.

No

i

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Case

I
I
I
I
II
II
III
III

//
//
1
1
//
1
II
1

M

2
2
4
4
2
4
2
4

B.h
dir

hor
ver
hor
ver
ver
ver
hor
hor

°N
min

24
24
12
12
12
24
6
6

°N
max

24
24
12
12
12
66
6
6

M-
max

1/4
3/4
1/2
3
2
1/2
4
2

°N
min

24
24
12

12
24

6~

max

67
661

30

18
662

6~

OK

*
*
* * *
NO
****
*
NO
* * * *

C2
C2
C2
Cl

Cl

Mf = 1/2 M1 1/3

The effects of instead performing the measurements from
1 to 3 m are: (1) slight reduction of the normal
stresses close to the investigation hole; (2) with a
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fracture case III (No 8) one will be outside the zone
of dilation and there will be a more or less constant
normal stress acting upon the fracture.

Table Al-3. Compilation of stresses for different cases, 0-2 m
Oj = 24, <J2 = 12, O3 = 8.

No Case Cj M B.h O^ O^ M' Of) O N OK
dir min max max min max

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
I
I
I

II
II
III
III

//
//
1
1
//
1
//
1

1
1
3
3
1
3
1
3

hor
ver
hor
ver
ver
ver
hor
hor

24
24
12
12
12
24
8
0

24
24
12
12
12
66
12

1/2
7/6
2/3
11/2
2
1/2
3

24
24
12

12
24

66:

602

363

244

675

*

*
* *

NO
** *
*

NO
NO

C2
C2
C2
Cl

Cl
C3

M'= 1/3
 2 M'= 1/2 3 M'= 0 4 M'= 5/6 5 M'= 1/6

Table Al-4. Compilation of stresses for different cases 1-3 m
Oj = 24, a2 = 12, a3 = 8.

No

1
2
3
4
5

Case

I
I
I
I
II

°i

//
//
1
1
//

M

1
1
3
3
1

B.h
dir

hor
ver
hor
ver
ver

°N
min

24
24
12
12
12

CN
max

24
24
12
12
12

M-

max

1/2
1
2/3
3
2

ÖN
min

24
24
12

12

max

671

542

27

Is3

OK

*
* *
** *

NO
** * *

C2
C2
C2
Cl

II 1 3 ver 24 66 1/2 24 66" *
III // 1 hor 6 6 3 NO Cl
III 1 3 hor 6 6 3/2 8 12 ****

= 1/3 2 M 1 = 1/2 3 M' = 1 4 M1 = 1/3

Tables Al-4 and Al-5 show only minor cnanges to the
other stress distribution used in Tables A1-2 and A1-;

Suitable directions of drifts and fractures

Based on the results presented in Tables Ai-2 to Al-5
the following situations are acceptable. First those
situations which do not require extra drilling are
presented.
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Figure Al-Il. Situation No5 (***). Fracture is
subj.^ted to a normal stress close to the
investigation hole not higher than a
factor 2 and the maximum stress is "low".
NOTE this is the best situation if it is
not possible to drill 3 m along the
fracture pla..e.
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Figure A1-12. Situation No3 (**). Fracture subjected to
a normal stress close to the
investigation hole that is increased with
a factor 3 but is still fairly low.

Figure Al-13. Situation Nol (*). Fracture subjected to
a normal stress close to the
investigation hole that is a factor 3
higher and the maximum normal stress is
high.
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Figure Al-14. Situation No2 (*). Fracture subjected to
a normal stress close to the
investigation hole that is a factor 3
higher and the maximum normal stress is
high.
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Figure Al-15. Situation N06 (*). Fracture subjected to
a normal stress close to the
investigation hole that is a factor 3
higher and the maximum normal stress is
high.
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Figure Al-16. Situation N08 (****) . Fracture subjected
to an almost constant normal stress. NOTE
this situation requires that one can
drill 3 m along the fracture plane.

Figure Al-17. Situation No 5 (****). Fracture subjected
to almost a constant normal stress close
to the investigation bore. NOTE this
situation requires that one can drill 3 m
along the fracture plane.
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Figure Al-18, Situation No 3 (***). Fracture subjected
to a normal stress close to the
investigation hole that is ~ 2.5 times
higher and the maximum normal stress is
below 30 MPa. NOTE this situation
requires that one can drill 3 m along the
fracture plane.

/

/

/

/ >|

<

V

Figure Al-19. Situation No 2 (**). Fracture is
subjected to a normal stress close to the
investigation hole that is a factor 2
higher but the maximum stress is fairly
high. NOTE this situation requires: (1)
that one can drill 3 m along the fracture
plane; (2) the stress distribution is O{
= 2 * a2 = 3 * c3.
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DISCUSSION

In the calculations above neither the effect of the
yield zone nor the effect of shearing stress are
considered. The extent of the yield zone is dependent
on the excavation method and geometry of the
excavation. It can be calculated using at least 2
different failure criteria.

The shear stresses to which a fracture is subjected can
be interpreted from rock stress measurements. Of
interest is not the actual shear stress but the shear
displacement which has occurred due to the excavation
of the drift. This displacement occurs as "slip and
stick" which means that high shear stress may not have
caused a displacement while a low shear component might
indicate that a displacement has occurred.

The stress situation close to an excavation is very
complicated and it has been suggested that flat-jacks
should be used to control the stresses over the
fracture of interest. Drilling of the slots necessary
for the flat-jack will for sure cause relaxation of
existent shear stresses and the normal stress to the
fracture. Laboratory experiments on rock cores of
different sizes have shown that a fracture that has
been subjected to released normal stress has a
hysteresis in hydraulic conductive when again put under
varying normal stress. This effect is largest at the
first compression. It has also been concluded that one
can never attain to the original situation again.

As channelling might be the effect of very delicate
variations, build up with time, in the fracture plane
any release of stresses might completely disturb or
change the channelling. Due to this it does not seem
promising to use flat-jacks to "control" the stresses
in these experiments.

When a suitable fracture is found it is also of
interest to determine to stress situation for any
fracture intersecting the fracture of interest. There
can be two different types of intersecting fractures:
(1) fractures which are parallel to and outside the
investigation hole which means that if they are not
seen at the face of the drift they will not be known a
priori; (2) fractures perpendicular to both the
fracture of interest and the bore hole. These
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intersecting fractures will be seen in the core from
the investigation hole. It is of course of interest
that the stresses to which these fractures are
subjected are little effected by the drift. Interfering
fractures of type 1 will intersect the investigated
fracture either on the "left" or the "right" side of
the investigation bore hole which may lead to large
differences in measured "channelling" between the left
and right side. Interfering fractures of type 2 will be
known a priori and can be included in the
interpretation.

At a distance = 1 drift radius no fracture will be
subjected to a normal stress lower than O3 (6-8 MPa).
Based on the results shown in Figure Al-3 variation of
the normal stress above O3 will not greatly effect the
hydraulic conductivity over the fracture. The property
of the fracture that determines the hydraulic
conductivity will instead be the connectivity of the
fracture.
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INTRODUCTION

A project has been planned to investigate the
channeling flow properties within individual fractures.
The intention is to find relatively isolated fractures
in granitic rock, drill along the length of the
fracture for a distance of two meters from the drift,
and do injection testing at five cm intervals. It is
assumed that a collection of 25 fractures should
suffice for choosing points of injection, and that at
least some of these fractures should have a great
enough continuity to allow interference testing within
the same fracture. It is also deemed desirable to have,
in the greatest number of fractures possible, an angle
which approaches normality to the drift. The following
represents a first attempt at finding an appropriate
area for such an investigation.



METHOD

Evaluation of possible experimental sites was done
first by examination of geological maps of the mine
system to locate the boundaries of the granitic mass
within the mine. These areas were then examined for all
existing fractures that might fill the named criteria.

2.1 AREA EVALUATION

The Stripa mine consists principally of a huge space
where the hematitic ore has been removed, often
sandwiched on both sides by leptite and granite. One
needed to find all areas where the excavations were
extensive enough to enter a large continuous section of
the granite body. The references for this work are the
resident Stripa mine maps, and the collection of maps
compiled by J. Irvine (1981). The latter are a
synthesis of the mine maps, miscellaneous
unincorporated sketches, the SGU mapping of 1977, and
discussions with mine engineer P-A Halen regarding
undocumented excavations at the end of Stripa 's
productivity.

The granite comes in close contact with the ore as one
proceeds northeast in the mine at depth, and the only
areas of large contact are between the depths of 310-
410 meters in the present experimental areas. All of
the areas have been investigated, however, as it soon
became apparent that there is a large number of
fractures of the required appearance, it was decided
there was no point in mapping those in relatively
inaccessible areas. The area at 310 m has neither
compressed air nor water available, and the lock
mechanism at the elevator gate is not approved for
usage. Even if one disregards the costly requirements
of instituting the reparative measures, there remains
several hundred meters of access drift which cannot be
traversed by other than foot, and the concomitant
length of ceiling that has not been cleared of loose
rock. For these reasons, the 310 m level was considered
unusable. Drift 0-2, 0-4, and the ventilation drift at
the 350 m level were likewise considered unusable,



since there are plenty of more accessible areas in the
vicinity with usable fractures. Drift 0-2 is included
in the fracture evaluations, but simply because it was
mapped before it became apparent that there is &
plethora of fractures to choose from. Its value,
however, is only in demonstrating the main fracture
direction in that area, and also should be considered
unusable. The 3-D experimental area is for the present
time, also considsred unusable. While there are many
acceptable fractures apparent even in the floor of the
drift, any further investigation is obstructed as long
as the plastic sheets remain in place.

In general, the granite tends to be redder in color as
one approaches the boundaries (and grey, the farther
one goes from them). Another general, albeit not
absolute, rule, is that the red granite tends to be
more highly fractured, perhaps as a result of either
the stress encountered in its proximity to the contact
zone, or an inherent brittle nature of its large grain,
more pegmatitic crystalline structure.

2.2 INDIVIDUAL FRACTURE REGISTRATION

In each of the sections of the mine where relatively
accessible granite is found, an evaluation was done of
all fractures that might reasonably fit the given
requirements. In order to avoid the tendency of having
less stringent requirements in areas of few usable
fractures, and a more restrictive bias in those where
fractures were prevalent, repeated visits were paid to
each of the sites. In spite of the attempt to maintain
a balanced perspective, it must be stressed that the
evaluation of usable/nonusable fracture is by its
nature highly subjective, and as such, by another
observer's judgement there is bound to occur both
omission and needless entries. It is only hoped that
the large excess of entries will more than satisfy the
needs in question.

Upon inspection, surfaces of fractures of interest were
washed using a hand carried sprayer, and a number of
features were entered on a standard form. A brief
description of the different categories on such forms
follows.



"Nivå" (Level)

This is the section of the mine that the area refers to
according to th~ nine map system, and is based on the
approximate depth of the floor in the Z coordinate
system.

"Ort" (Drift)

The n?.mes of each drift are taken either from the map
system, or the names that are in common usage at the
mine.

"Sprickan" (Fracture)

Fractures were numbered sequentially in each drift,
starting from the logical point of entry to the drift.
Occasionally, some fractures may not follow this order,
as repeated visits to the site altered one's judgement,
and caused more fractures to be included. These simply
received the next number in sequence regardless of
location. A tight cluster of somewhat parallel
fractures are given separate numbers, but entered in
the same space on the form.

Local izaf.ion

A brief map was drawn of the fractures ' location and an
attempt made to show the approximate strike of the
fracture, relative to the drift. Recognizable landmarks
such as markings on the wall are included, and the
abbreviation "f.m." ("färg märkt") indicates fractures
which have previously been marked with paint spots.
Some of these markings are erroneous. Paint spots may,
for example, follow a fracture to a ventilation duct
and then emerge on another fracture from the other
side. These are marked "fel" when observed.

"Bergart" (Rock type)

The abbreviations "R.GR.", "Lj.R.Gr.", and "Gr.Gr.",
are used to indicate red, light red, respective grey
granite.



"Kvalitet" (Quality)

This is probably the most subjective aspect of fracture
assessment. It is an attempt to give some appreciation
of the overall quality of the rock mass at the area of
the fracture. The degree of fracturing, and in part,
the consistency with which angle the fractures struck
the drift, have led to descriptions such as "luckert",
"l/21uckert", "l/2tätt", or "tätt". If other aspects
which may effect the chances of a fracture being
continuous over two meters have been noted, they are
included here as well (e.g. "blockigt berg", or
intrusions lying nearby). If several fractures were
logged near each other, only the first ot them was
given the more detailed description.

"Sprickans utseende" (Appearance of the fracture)

A description of the filling material in the fractures
is given in terms of thickness and composition. All
dark green material is termed "Klorit". "Kalcit" is
determined by a white coloration and a soft "scratch
test".

"% av orten synlig" (Percent visible)

A fracture that was visible continuously from one wall
bottom to the other is rated as 100 %, one wall bottom
to the middle of the ceiling 50 %, etc. In some cases,
the continuity of a fracture can be difficult to
determine with certainty. The range of possibilities is
given and a question mark entered in such instances.

"Tydligt vattenförande" (Visibly water bearing)

If a fracture surface was wet and the surrounding area
dry, a "ja" was entered here. In regions of high flow,
it is difficult to ascertain the exact source of the
water, particularly since the high permeability of the
rock directly adjacent to the drift grossly distorts
the natural flow pattern. Wet fractures in such areas
are included with a question mark. If the natural
inflow at the fracture was less than the evaporative
rate in the mine, a "nej" was entered.



"Lateral avvikpise" (Lateral deviation}

This term is equivalent to the strike of the fracture
relative to the drift. It was maintained as a term to
describe this in this preliminary report, so that terms
such as "strykning" can be reserved for the true
geographical strike. It is hoped that this will
eliminate confusion, when one considers the fractures
relative to resident stress or nearby excavations.
Figure la shows how this term is used. If one views the
fracture from above, a positive "lateral avvikelse" is
one in which the fracture is spun clockwise from the
normal, and a negative, counter-clockwise. In most
cases this value is estimated "uppskattade". Where the
fracture was continuous over a large portion of the
drift, and the angle was shallow enough to make
measurements meaningful, the width of the drift, and
distance between normals drawn from the two points at
which the fracture meets the floor were taken. The
angle was then taken from the tangent of these two
numbers. Should these numbers have any use outside of
the report forms, "uppskattade" angles are always in
even multiples of five, while measured angles are not
(even if it was necessary to add a degree to the
computation in order to achieve that). Although the
measured angles are not necessarily more accurate, due
to the uneven surfaces one attempt to draw a normal
from, this should at least allow one to always know the
source of the numbers in future work.

"Vertikal avvikelse" (Vertical deviation)

Equivalent to the dip, or "stupning" relative to the
drift, this follows the logic of the above entry. In
addition, measurements were only taken in drifts with
ceiling heights of less than four meters. In
determining positive and negative values it is
important to bear in mind that an "entry" end of the
drift must be defined. This should be straightforward
in all cases, especially considering the numerical
order or the fractures (they begin from the entry
direction). A positive value, then, is one in which the
fracture leans away from the entry, a negative one when
it leads towards it. This is shown in Figure lb.



Lateral deviation
(drift top view)

Vertical deviation
(drift side view)

Figure 1 Illustration of lateral and vertical
deviation.



CONCLUSION

This preliminary site evaluation presents nearly 100
usable fractures, suitable for use in the proposed
channeling experiment. Since one can never be certain
of a fracture continuity two meters into the rock, this
reserve capacity can be considered nothing but
desirable. The question arises, then, of which are the
most appropriate for use. Some basis for separative
criteria must be decided upon. It is proposed that
considering the large excess of fractures available,
one can at least to begin with, be quite liberal in
eliminating undesirable characteristics.

The first consideration in facilitating an easy start
for drilling operations, and the first installation of
instrumentation, should be the overall accessibility of
the site. This includes the presence of water,
compressed air, lighting, electrical outputs, etc.; in
short, choosing an area where a minimal amount of site
preparation is required. Also considered here, is the
degree of isolation of the area. It would be
advantageous to begin operations with a minimal amount
of interference to ongoing or planned projects.
According to these considerations, the different drifts
have been classified according to their "ease of
access" as follows.

GOOD: 2-D, "extensometer", "schaktplugg", "snedbana"
(360 m), B-3, LBL.

ACCEPTABLE: "Hagconsult", SGU, 2-3D.

POOR: 0-2, 0-6, "transportort" (with the exception of
Fr.# 6 and B which are "good"), "snedbana"
(410 m), 410 level.

Of the areas which have good accessibility, it may be
of interest to begin with an area which has several
fractures in the vicinity of each other. This would
eliminate the need for a time consuming move should the
first drilling be unsuccessful. This condition is
probably best met at "extensometer", 2-D, and
"snedbana" (360 m).

Within each of the named areas, there are several
fractures to choose from. It is probably worthwhile at



this point to look more closely at some of tht
parameters that may effect either the likelihood of
being able to isolate two meters of usable fracture, or
characteristics which might reasonably affect the flow
characteristics of the fracture.

As regards determining if a fracture is actually open,
or even exists after two meters in the direction of
drilling, the problem is essentially unsolvable. A more
detailed look can be taken to see if the fracture is
actually flowing at its contact with the drift. Either
result can not be considered a conclusive criterion,
however. A flowing fracture may well be receiving its
water from an intersecting fracture just outside the
drift. Conversely, the natural flow to a fracture may
be drained off to another portion of the mine, leaving
it dry at the surface. There does exist, though, a
rather unique opportunity with the fractures in the
area of the 2-D experiment (2-D, 5,6,7,8,&9). These
should be included in the core logs and injection tests
done in the injection holes there. This would g:.ve good
indications of both physical and conductive continuity.

With respect to features that may effect the flow
features of the fractures, it may be worthwhile to
consider some variables before the selection of
drilling sites. Perhaps paramount among these is
considering both the fracture, and the drift in which
it is found, in terms of their orientation with respect
to the inherent rock stress.

In summary, while there is a large number of suitable
fractures in the Stripa mine, it is recommended that
the first drilling be done in the area of 2-D, the
"extensometer" drift, or the beginning of the "sned
bana" at the 360 m level. It is felt that each of these
offered areas which will require little site
preparation and a relatively undisturbed working area,
while containing a large number of fractures in close
proximity to each other. It is further recommended that
the fractures in these areas be more carefully
examined, especially in terms of orientation, and that
some position be taken regarding consideration of this
parameter. This will aid in selection of both the
first, and subsequent fractures.
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INTRODUCTION

A conductivity testing program is in the start-up
process in the Stripa Mine, Sweden. The program
should adress the question of variations in hydraul-
ical conductivity in single frar*-ures {so called
channeling). Cores with #200 mm are planned to be
drilled along single fractures to a depth of about
3 m from tunnels. A special packer equipment has
been designed by Chemflo AB for the borehole tests.

The objectives of this work is to:

- identify single fractures suitable for the experi-
ment,

- caracterize the fractures (surrounding rock type,
fracture length, visible sepage, infillings etc),

- estimate the normal stress to each fracture.

As a base for the work, about 100 fractures had
earlier been described by Jeff Irvine in a prelimi-
nary site feasability study. His criteria were main-
ly the degree of visibility for the fractures and
how suitable the fractures are from the points of
angle versus tunnel, visible length and in what de-
gree the fracture can be estimated to be intersected
by other fractures. Jeff Irvine has also made a pre-
liminary attempt to estimate the stress situation
within the experiment area (the 360 m level in the
mine) .



MAPPING OF FRACTURES

2.1 Mapping technique

The preliminary site feasability study provides
simple sketches for each joint. They are named after
tunnel and a running number for joints in each tun-
nel. We have numbered the joints in a running se-
quence, undependent of tunnel name. A correlation
of the identification numbers for the joints in this
report and the preliminary report is given in Table
1.

The strike and dip of the joints are measured by a
compass. The bearing of the tunnel is also measured
by compass. Because the Stripa Mine is an old iron
ore mine, the obtained bearings can be misleading.
The measured tunnel bearings are compared to the
bearings on a map over the 360 level. The results
are given in Table 2. The compass deviation can be
up to about 25° in some locations.

The measured strike of the joints are corrected for
the deviation. Then all strikes are transformed from
magnetic north to north in the mine coordinate sys-
tem. The north in the mine is rotated 11.1 gon (10°)
counter clockwise to the magnetic north.

The accurancy in presented joint strikes is probably
not better than ±10° . The accurancy in joint dip is
about ±5°.

2.2 Results

A summary of the mapping is given in Appendix I. A
total of 73 joints is described. The orientations
are presented in Figure 1. The NE striking joints
are mainly dipping steeply toward W, c.f Figure 2a.
The NW striking joints are mainly dipping steeply
towards E, c.f Figures 2b and 2c. A simplified block
diagram is given in Figure 3, showing the two domi-
nant joint sets. Notice, that only one of the domi-
nant sets, or other orientations can be dominant in
different parts of the 360 level.
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Figure 1. Density plot, lower hemisphere showing
orientations and rose diagram showing
dominant strikes.

Of the 73 mapped joints sepage has been observed from
17 joints. 12 of the waterbearing joints are orienta-
ted within the two dominant sets, c.f Figure 4, 5a and
5b.

The number of identified waterbearing joints are too
low to further conclusions of correlations with sepage
versus geological conditions.
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Figure 2a. Dips for NNE trending joints.
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Figure 2b. Dips for NW trending joints.
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Figure 2c. Dips for NNW trending joints,

Figure 3. Simplified block diagram showing the domi-
nant joint sets.



Figure 4. Density plot, lower hemisphere showing
orientations of all 17 waterbearing frac-
tures.
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Figure 5a. Dips for NW trending waterbearing joints
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Figure 5b. Dips for NE trending waterbearing joints.



STRESS SITUATION

3.1 Excistinq data

Rock stress measurement have been performed within
different projects at the Stripa Mine. Data from over-
coring and hydraulical fracturing is presented by
T Doe et al, 1983. The Swedish State Power Board
(SSPB) performed a overcore testing in Leptite 1986.
LuH performed a Hydraulic Fracturing test close to the
research area 1987.

In 1981, T Chan et al. performed a numerical modelling
to assess the possible influence of the mine openings
on far field in-situ stress measurements. They conclu-
ded that the scattering between test results and nume-
rical modelling of stress orientations is not larger
than the scattering in results from nearby tests.

Recent works at the URL, Canada, indicates that speci-
fic geological conditions can have a large influence
on well controlled overcoring tests. This causes in
some cases systematical errors in test results, prima-
rily because the assumption that elastic conditions
occur is not fulfilled. Some overcoring tests at
Stripa seems to suffer of similar problems, for ex-
ample some of the tests in Leptite 1986. After dis-
cussion with B Lejon, LuH, it is possible that one
of the SSPB tests presented 1983 is less accurate too.

A brief study of excisting data and numerical model-
ling indicates that the differences in the probably
best test results and calculated stress orientations
seldom is larger than about 20°.

As T Chan concluded in 1981, this difference is not
larger than what could be a normal scattering in re-
sults of rock stress measurements. Of that reason, the
numerical modelling from 1981 can be regarded as a
reasonable estimation of the stress orientations. If
errors occur, they are probably systematical. This
might not be the case if the horizontal stress orien-
tations should be drawn manually based on excisting
stress measurements with different methods.



3.2 Methodology for estimating normal stresses

There was a request to estimate the normal stresses
to the described joints. This can only be done with
low confidence of several reasons:

- Estimations like the 2D numerical modelling from
1981 was made with simplifications of geometry and
assumptions of isotropy and homogenity.

- The system of excavations and their variations in
geometry on the 360 level can partly have influence
on the near field stresses that is hard to predict
also with isotropic and homogenious assumptions.

- The accurancy in estimated stress orientations is
maybe some ±20° for both test results and modelling.
This causes problems to estimate normal stress to
the joints already in a far stress field.

- The estimate of in situ stress magnetudes by the 2D
modelling have a low accurancy in individual loca-
tions .

- The tunnel cross sections as well as the tunnel
orientations versus the estimated stress orienta-
tions varies widely. This increase the problem to
estimate near field stresses already with isotropic
assumption.

- Near field stress distribution in a blocky rock mass
is very complex. The degree of displacements of in-
dividual blocks around the tunnel can for example
have a tremendous influence on the normal stresses
to nearby joints.

The estimation of normal stresses to the identified
joints have been made with the following philosophy:

1. The estimated normal stresses have been divided in-
to three groups: smaller than, equal to and larger
than 3-4 MPa. 3-4MPa have been estimated as the
approximative normal stress magnetude when joints
closes (c.f for example preliminary report by
Jeff Irvine, March 1987).

2. The results for horizontal stress orientations from
the 2D numerical calculation have been used for all
joints (Appendix II).

3. The results of vertical stress orientations around
the excavated ore body have been used. This influ-
ence only joints near the ore (tunnels 0-6 and TR)
(Appendix II).
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4. The orientation of estimated main principal stress
versus tunnel orientation was studied for each
joint. If the difference in orientation is small
(530°), the influence of the stress distribution
around the tunnel have been neglected as small com-
pared to the main principal stress. A joint in a
large angle to the tunnel axis has probably large
normal stress, and a joint in a low angle to the
tunnel surface has probably low normal stress.

If the main principal stress is orientated in a
larger angle to the tunnel, the stress situation
has the elementary cases from the handbook by Hoek
and Brown (1980), page 485 (ov - 0, Oe = 1,0) for
the tunnels 0-6 and TR and page 484 (ov = 0,5, OH
= 1,0) for the rest of the tunnels been used to add
the influence of near field stresses. Different lo-
cations of the joint versus the tunnel contour have
been considered (Appendix II).

5. The angle between the joint and the principal
stresses (mainly in the horizontal plane) and in
actual cases, also the orientations of near
field stresses, have been used to calculate the
stress normal to the joint. The used stress
magnetudes far from the ore body are obtained
from the 2D modelling in the horizontal plane.
The vertical stress is assumed to 10 MPa (rough-
ly the weight of overburden). Near the ore body
(tunnels 0-6 and TR) magnetudes obtained by
horizontal and vertical 2D modelling have been
used.

The calculation of normal stress is based on the
simplified approach with the stresses regarded as
vectors. The normal stress is obtained as the sum of
composant of the three vectors perpendicular to the
joint.

The estimation of normal stresses is not free from
subjective judgement, based on our knowledge of
rock mechanics.

3.3 Results of estimated normal stresses

The results of the attempt to estimate normal stress-
es to the identified joints are summarized in Table 3.
The table presents the estimated stress magnetude
(<3-4 MPa, 3-4 MPa, >3-4 MPa) for joints in floor,
walls and roof.
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A general conclusion of the excersice to estimate the
normal stresses is, that it is not obvious that a well
defined joint is suitable for the planned experiment.
This depends probably on low normal stress, that open
up the joint. A typical example are joints in corners
of "pillars" in "Y"-shaped connections of tunnels. The
NE trending joints in the vicinity of access tunnels
to EXT and LBL are such examples. On the other hand,
normal stresses for some joints can be very high, es-
pecially many joints in the 2D and SGU drifts. This
area is close to the north corner of the excavated
ore body. The 2D numerical modelling indicates high
stress concentrations in the area and with the stress
trajectories perpendicular to most of the observed
joints.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on this study, the probably best joints for the
planned experiment has been identified. The proposed
drilling directions are marked in Table 3. Recommended
floor and roof positions of the holes dominate. This
depends on the fact that most joints are subvertical,
and are judged to have largest normal stresses in
these positions. If a joint has low normal stress in
wall position, it is recommended to avoid to collar
the hole close to the vicinity of connection wall-roof
or wall-floor. The stress distribution can be very
complex around these corners.

As Chapter 3.2 outlines, the accurancy in estimated
normal stress is low for many joints. If the need for
more detailed knowledge of the normal stress is high,
the methodology for determination of normal stresses
in the borehole ought to be addressed. A brief study
of excisting equipment indicates that there is no
available equipment to solve the question for the
actual borehole diameter and the special case with a
joint parallel to the borehole. An approach with hy-
draulic fracturing can provide one reasonable good
test in the inner part of the borehole. There are
however, an uncertainty in this theory, if the bore-
hole bottom should be included in the testing (single-
packer set-up). Overcoring testing in a borehole
parallel to the 0200 mm hole is possible but requires
careful planning, considering actual block geometries,
and would probably provide results with low confidence
to large costs.
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TABLE 1

Correlation table for joint number contra identification
by Jeff Irvine

Joint
no.

3
4
5
5a
6
8
9
10a
10b
12
13
15
16
17
17a
18
19
20
20a
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
34a
34
35
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Identification by Jeff Irvine
Tunnel

0-6
0-6
0-6
-
TR
TR
TR
-
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

TR

HK
HK
HK
-
2-3D
2-3D
2-3D
2-D
2-D
2-D
2-D
2-D
2-D
2-D
-
2-D
2-D
SGU
SGU
SGU
SGU
SGU
SGU
SGU
SGU
SGU

No.

1
2
3
-
1
3
4
-
5
7
8
10
11

12,13,14

1
2
3
-
1
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
7
8, (9)
-
11
12
3, (4)
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Remark

New joint

New joint ?
•p

New joint

New joint



TABLE 1

Joint
no.

46
47
49
50
51
52
53
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
67a
68
68a
68b

Identification by Jeff Irvine
Tunnel

EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
SP
SP
SP
SP
LBL
LBL
LBL
LBL
LBL
LBL
—
LBL
-
-

NO.

1,2,3
4
6
7
8
9
10
14,15
16
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
-
7
-
-

Remark

New joint

New joint
New joint



TABLE 2

APPROXIMATELY COMPASS DEVIATIONS AT SOME PLACES AT

THE 360-M LEVEL

Joint
nr

3,4,5,5a

6,8

9

10a

10b

12

16

18

21

25-27

38,41,42

46,47

50

58

63

Tunnel

0-6

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

HK

TR

2-D

SGU

EXT

EXT

SP

LBL

Tunnel
orientation
on map

N70E

N25E

N25E

N30E

N30E

N5E

N30E

N10W

N35E

N85E

N80E

N60E

N55E

N60E

N10W

Tunnel
orientation
compass

N55E

NS

N15E

N20E

N30E

N20

N30E

N1 0W

N35E

N85E

N75E

N55E

N55E

N50E

N10W

Deviation
+ clockwise
- counter clockwise

-15

-25

-10

-5

0

+15

0

0

0

0

-5

-5

0

-10

0



Results from the estimation of normal stresses

TUt.'NEL

0-6
0-6

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

2-D

2-D

2 - D

2-D

JOINT NO

3,5,5a

4

6

8

9 , 1 0 b

10a

12

13

15

16

17a, 21,
23,24

17

25,26,27
31,34,34a

28

29,32

35

ESTIMATED S
SURFACE (MPc
FLOOR : F. W
O- 4

F , W, R

F , W, R

W

F , W, R

TRESS NORMAL
1

ALLrW, ROOF:
" 3 - 4

W

F , W, R

F , W, R

F , R

F , W, R

W

F , R

W

W

W

TO THE JOINT

R
> 3 - 4

F , R

F , W, R

F , R

W

F , R

F , R

F , W, R

F , W, R

F , R

PROPOSED
FLOOR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DRILLING
WALL

X

X

X

X

DIRECTION
ROOF

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

REMARKS

Wall doubtful.
Avoid this joint .

North wall. Blast damage surface.
Avoid this joint .
Doubtful.
Doubtful.
Avoid wall. Floor and roof doubtful.

• M i b t f U l .

Wt. i d o u b t f u l . Short j o i n t ~ 1 , 5 m
v i s j '-tie.

Doubti floor and roof. North wall.

Avoid t) .-> jo in ts .

Wall doubtfu.i. Several equal joints in
the area.

Wall doubtful. No 31: parallel fractures
c/c 20 cm.

South wall.
No 32: shear structure, south wall.
Wall doubtful.

• •

i

i]
LA.



Results from the estimation of normal stresses

TUNNEL JOINT NO ESTIMATED STRESS NORMAL TO THE JOINT
SURFACE (MPa)
FLOOR ; F. WALL s W, ROOF ; R
<3 - t I >"3 - t >3 - 4

PROFOSEO
FLOOR

DRILLING DIRECTION
WALL ROOF

REMARKS

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

EXT,
SP

EXT

37,39,41
42

38

40

43

44,45

46,47,58
59,60,61

49

W

W

F , W, R

W

W

F , R

( F , R)

W

F , R

F , R

F , R

F , W, R

F , R

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wall doubtful.

Wall doubtful.

Avoid wall. Floor and roof doubtful.

North wall.

North wall.

Avoid these joints. No. 60: visible
>4 m.

Wall doubtful.



Results from the estimation of normal stresses
TUNNEL

EXT

EXT

EXT

HK

HK

HK

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

JOINT NO

50,51

52,56,57

53

18

19,20

20a

62,66

63

64

65

66
67

67a

68

68a

68b

ESTIMATED S
SURFACE IMP)
FLOOR : F , Ä
< 3 - 4

F ,

w

F ,

F ,

F ,

H

w.

w,
w .

w,

R

R

R

R

TRESS NORMAL
i l
ALL : W. ROOF ;

~ 3 - 4

W

F , R

F , R

W

TO THE

R

> 3 - 4

F ,

F ,

F ,

F ,

F ,

F ,

F ,

F ,

F ,

F

W

W

R

W

W

W

w

R

W

, O I N T

, R

, R

, R

, R

, R

, R

, R

PROPOSED
FLOOR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DRILLING I
WALL

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DIRECTION
ROOF

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

REMARKS

Avoid these jo ints .

Floor, roof or south wall for No. 52 and
56. Floor, roof or face for No. 57.

South wall.

Wall doubtful.

Face. Short jo ints .

West wall.

West wall.

Avoid wall. Floor and roof doubtful.
Visible >5 m rough surface.

Avoid this joint . Visible 5-6 m.

Avoid this joint .

West wall.

Avoid this joint . Sepage through nearby
blast damage.

Avoid wall. Floor and roof doubtful.
Visible >8 m.

Wall doubtful.

Face.

Only visible in the floor.



tri- Appendix I

Explanations to the joint mapping tables

Joint no

Tunnel

Strike

Dip

Number

Rock type

Joint filling

Water

Joint width

% of tunnel cross
section with
visible joint

Joint number as they are numbered in the
mine, see key map.

The names of each drift are taken either
from the mine map system, or the names
that are commonly used in the mine.

The strike direction of the joint versus
mine north.

The dip angle of the joint versus the
horizontal plane.

Number of joints at the same place.

0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
4
5

= red granita
= light red granite
= grey granite
= pegmatite

= none
= iron compound
= chlorite
= chalk
= calcite
= quarts
= pegmatite
= epidot

= none
= damp
= dripping
= flowing

= 1
mm
- 5 mm

= 5 - 10 mm
= 10 - 50 mm
= 50 - 100 mm
= >100 mm

Joint width is the distance between in-
tact rock surfaces. Can include parallel
joints and infillings.

A joint that is visible continously all
across the tunnel is rated as 100%, one
wall bottom to the middle of the ceiling
50% etc. In some cases the visible joint
length or the visible joint surface is
given. This refers to joints with a strike
close to parallel to the tunnel.



Appendix I

Intersecting
joints

Angle between
joint strike and
tunnel axis

0 = none
1 « <10 intersecting joints
2 = >10 intersecting joints
3 = shistosity rock (parallel joints)
4 = blocky rock

Sign convention as the sketch.

,joint strike\ Zl
tunnel entrance —• •tunnel axis

'joint strike



JOINT
NR

3

4

5

5a

6

8

9

10a

1 0 b

12

13

15

16

17

17a

18

19

20

2 0 a

21

TUNNEL

0 - 6

0-6

0 - 6

0 - 6

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

TR

HK

HK

HK

HK

TR

STRIKE (MINE
SYSTEMI

N25E

N25W

N25E

N35E

N85E

N65W

N70W

N35W

N60W

N5E

N80W

N20W

N55W

N30W

N45W

N50W

N5E

N15E

N80W

N50W

OIP (MINE
SYSTEM)

90

65SE

65SE

85NW

65NE

60N

75NE

75NE

55W

65NE

35SW

60NE

6 ONE

70NE

25SW

70W

65W

70NE

7 ONE

NUMBER

1

'.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-2

2

1

1

1

1

ROCK
TYPE

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

0 , 1

0 , 1

0 ,1

2 ,3

JOINT
FILLING

2 , 5

t.

7

2

2

2

2

2

2

0 , 2 , 5

2 , 7

2 , 4

0

2

2

2 , 4

2

2

2

2

WATER

1

0

• 1 - '.

i

1

0

0 , 1 , 2

0 ,1

0

0

0

0

0

0 , 1

0 , 1

0

1?

0

0

0

JOIMT WIDTH

1

0

0

1

1

0 , 1 , 3

0 , 1 , 2

0 , 1

0 , 1 , 2

0 , 1 , 2

1 , 2 , 3

0

0 , 1

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

1

0

1

1

0 , 1 , 2

V. OF TUNNEL
CROSS SECTION
WITH VISIBLE
JOINT

40

20?

50

50

100

100

100

100

100

70

100

100

100

30

100

70

35

100

INTER-
SECTING
JOINTS

1

1

1

1 ,3

1

2,4

1,4

1,3

1,3

1,4

1

2

1

2

1,2

2

1

2

1

1

ANGEL BE-
TWEEN JOINT
STRIKE AND
TUNNEL AXIS

55

-75

70

60

- 5 0

- 8 0

- 7 5

75

- 8 0

10

- 8 5

60

- 85

75

90

50

- 5

- 1 5

80

90

REMARKS

Quarts in contacts
in roof

Wavelength ~1 m

Blast damaged
surface

Short 1 ,5m

More in the artsa

Along breccia

5 m exposed sur-
face undulating

>3x3 m exposed
surface partly in
the face t

' :r:
5
:
1

X
H



JOINT
NR

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

31

32

3 4 a

34

35

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

TUNNEL

TR

TR

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

2 - D

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

SGU

STRIKE (MINE
SYSTEM)

N50W

N55W

N5W

N10E

N15W

N30W

N30E

N25W

N30E

N25W

N30W

N40W

N45W

N30E

N25W

N60W

N30W

N30W

N40E

N15W

N20W

DIP (MINE
SYSTEM)

7 ONE

70NE

85NE

85E

6 ONE

35SW

70NW

75NE

80SE

70SW

65SW

75SW

6 ONE

90

40SW

75NE

7 ONE

45SW

75SE

7 ONE

7 ONE

NUMBER

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2 - 3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 - 2

1 - 3

1

ROCK
TYPE

2

2

2

2

2

0 , 1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

0

0 , 1

1

1

1

JOINT
FILLING

2 , 5

2 , 5

2

2

2 , 5

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0 , 2

2

2

2

2

2 ( 5 )

2 ( 5 )

2

WATER

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

JOINT WIDTH

1,2,3
0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1

0 , 1

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1 , 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 , 1 , 2

0

0 , 1

0

0 , 1 , 2

1 , 2 , 3

?

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0

V. OF TUNNEL
CROSS SECTION
WITH VISIBLE
JOINT

100

100

100

100

100

100

60

30

100

40

70

80

100

60

60

70

100

100

50

100

100

INTER-
SECTING
JOINTS

1 , 3

1

1

2

1

1

1 , 2

1 , 3

1

1 ,4

1

1,2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ANGEL BE-
TWEEN JOINT
STRIKE ANO
TUNNEL AXIS

90

- 8 5

- 8 0

85

- 7 5

- 6 0

65

- 6 0

75

- 5 0

- 5 5

- 4 5

- 4 5

60

- 6 5

- 3 0

- 6 0

- 6 0

50

- 7 5

- 7 0

REMARKS

Parallel fractures
c/c 20 cm

Shear structure

North wall best

3 joints in the
roof

North wall best

North wall best t

South wall best 'j
:



JOINT
NR

46

47

49

50

51

52

53

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

f>l

6 7 a

TUNNEL

EXT

EXT

EXT

EXT

EXT

EXT

EXT

EXT

EXT

SP

SP

SP

SP

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

LBL

STRIKE (MINE
SYSTEM)

N30E

N35E

N75W

E W

N85W

N70W

N15W

N60W

N65W

N25E

N45E

N30E

N60E

N75W

N40W

N50E

N40E

N65W

N65E

N15E

DIP (MINE
SYSTEM)

80NW

75NW

6 ONE

75N

75NE

7 ONE

70NE

7 ONE

75NE

65NW

85NW

80NW

75SE

65NE

35NE

75NW

55NW

7 ONE

80NW

65NE

NUMBER

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 ( 2 )

1

1

1

1

1

ROCK
TYPE

1 , 2

1 . 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 , 2

JOINT
FILLING

2

2

2 , 5

2

2

2

2

2

2

1 , 7

2

2

2

2

2 ( 4 )

2

2

2

2

1

WATER

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 , 1

0 , 1

0 , 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

JOINT WIDTH

0 , 1

0 , 1

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1

0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ,

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1

0 , 1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1 , 2

0 , 1 , 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

% OF TUNNEL
CROSS SECTION
WITH VISIBLE
JOINT

30

60

50

95

> 60

60

100

100

100

40

30

30

30

35

50

50

INTER-
SECTING
JOINTS

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,2

1 , 2

1

1

1

1

ANGEL BE-
TWEEN JOINT
STRIKE AND
TUNNEL AXIS

45

40

65

-25

-30

-45

75

- 6 0

- 5 5

65

45

60

20

75

40

- 5 0

- 4 0

65

- 6 5

- 1 5

REMARKS

Visible >4 m

Visible >5 m
rough surface

Visible 5-6 m

Water in blast
damage

Visible >8 m
dri l l downwards

V

\

a
X



JOINT
NR

68

68a

68b

TUNNEL

LBL

LBL

LBL

STRIKE (MINE
SYSTEM)

N25E

N S

N S

OIPIMINE
SYSTEM)

85NW

55E

70E

NUMBER

1

1

1

ROCK
TYPE

1

1,3

1

JOINT
FILLING

2

2 , 6

2

WATER

1

1

0

JOINT WIDTH

0

0

0

V. OF TUNNEL
CROSS SECTION
WITH VISIBLE
JOINT

INTER-
SECTING
JOINTS

1

1

ANGEL BE.
TWEEN JOINT
STRIKF. AND
TUNNEL AXIS

- 2 5

0

0

REMARKS

Visible 4-5 m

Visible ~5 m
lower contact
pegmatite dyke

Visible ~5 m

I



APPENDIX I

Cefint tion of gtologiaal term»

Stereogrjphic projection of a plane and its pole

Imagine a sphere which is free to move in space so that
it can be centred on an inclined plane as illustrated in
figure 23. The intersection of the plane and the surface
of the sphere is a grant circle which is shaded in the
figure. A line, passing through the centre of the sphere
in a direction perpendicular to the plane, pierces the
sphere at two diametrically opposite points which »rt called
the poles of the great circle representing the plane.

Because the sane information appears on both the upper and
the lower parts of the sphere, only one hemisphere need
be used for the presentation of structural geology informa-
tion. In engineering geology, the leuer reference kestiszhere
is usually used and this convention wi11 be followed through-
Out this book.

Figure 2' shows the method of construction of the stereo-
graphic projection of a great circle and its pole and
figure 25 shows the appearance of these projections. The
inclination and orientation of *n inclined plane are defined
uniquely by either the great circle or the pole of that plane.
As will be shown later in this chapter, poles are usually
plotted when collecting geological data in the field and
the corresponding great circles »re normally used when
analysing thesedata for engineering purposes.

Definition of geological terms

An inclined geological plane is defined by its inclination
to the horizontal or div and by its orientation with respect
to north which may be defined by the strike or by the dip
d.etction of the plane. The relationship between th«se
terms is illustrated in the margin sketch.

The strike of a plane is the trace of the intersection of
that plane and a horizontal surface and it is used by most
geologists to define the orientation of a plane. In order
to eliminate any possible ambiguity when using strike, it
is necessary to define the direction in which a plane dips.
Hence, a plane is fully defined if it is recorded as having
a strike of N 30 W and dip of 20 SW. On the other hand, if
it were recorded as having a dip of 20°, it would not be
clear whether this dip was towards the south-west or the
north-east. Several conventfons »re used by geologists
to eliminate this problem when using dip and strike and
the authors would not presume to offer an opinion upon which
of these conventions is best. The geologist should use that
convention with which he is most familiar but he should
take care that he includes sufficient information on his
records and logs to ensure that anyone else working with his
data knows what convention has been used.

Geotechnical engineers, particularly those who make extensive
use of computers In their analyses, have tended to use dip
direction in preference to strike as • means of defining
the orientation of planes. If the dtp direction and dip of
a plane »re recorded as 2"40/20, there can be no confusion
on the orientation and inclination of that plane and this
notation is more concise than that for strike and dip - an
Important consideration when processing large quantities of
geological data by computer.
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Ivertical

Reference sphere

Figure 23 : Great circle and its
poles which define the inclination
and orientation of an inclined
plane.

Great circle

zenith

Stereograph i c
projection o(

great circle

Stereographic
projection of pole

Great ci rcle

Figure ZU: Stereographic projection of a
great circle and its pole onto the horizon-
tal plane of the lower reference hemisphere.

Figure 25 : Steceographic projection of a great
circle and Its pole.
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Dip direction Measured
clockwise from north.

Lower reference
hemisphere

Figure 26 : Definition of terms used in conjunction with the le
reference hemisphere stereographic projection.

Figure 26 shows the dip, dip direction and strike conventions
used in conjunction with the lower reference hemisphere
stereographic projection. Note that dip direction is always
measured clockwise from north and that the strike line is
at 90° to the dip direction of a plane.
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SCHMIDT NET
73 JOINTS TOTALLY

NUMBERS^IDENTIFICATION NUMBE:
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Results from the 2D-modelling by T.Chan e t a l .

(b) MINE NORTH

2.5 km

2 . 3 km

0 30 M>a

STRESS SCALE

XBL 816-3246

Fig. 17(b). Principal stress distribution
in the 360 m level horizontal
section.



Results from the 2D-modelling by T.Chan et al.

DtriH IN1TIM.
' " • STRESSES

100

?00

SBM-4

GROUND SURF ACt '

300

400

STRESS SCAIE

Fig. 19(a).

I«l 816-3249

Principal stress distribution in
the vertical section with one
rectangular opening. Depth and
magnitude of initial stresses are
shown on left. Arrows denote
tension.

DEPTH INIT IAL
(|T1> STRESSES

100

200

300

400

500

0 . . 30 NPå

STRESS SCALE

Fig. 19(b).

SMI-4

XBL 816-3250A

Principal stress distribution in
the vertical section with double
rectangular openings. Depth and
magnitude of initial stresses are
shown on left. Arrows denote
tension.

w
D
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Elementary cases for secondary stress distribution by E.Hoek and T.Brown
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Stripa Project - Previously Published Reports

1980
TR 81-01
"Summary of defined programs"
L Carlsson and T Olsson
Geological Survey of Sweden. Uppsala
I Neretnieks
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
R Pusch
University of Luleå
Sweden November 1980

1981
TR 81-02
'Annual Report 1980"

Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co/Division KBS
Stockholm, Sweden 1981

IR 81-03
"Migration in a single fracture
Preliminary experiments in Stripa"
Harald Abelin, Ivars Neretnieks
Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm, Sweden April 1981

IR 82-02
"Buffer Mass Test- Data Acquisition and
Data Processing Systems"
B Hagvall
University of Luleå, Sweden August 1982

IR 82-03
"Buffer Mass Test - Software for the Data
Acquisition System"
B Hagvall
University of Luleå, Sweden August 1982

IR 82-04
"Core-logs of the Subhorizontal
Boreholes N1 and E1"
L Carlsson, V Stejskal
Geological Survey of Sweden. Uppsala
T Olsson
K-Konsult, Engineers and Architects, Stockholm
Sweden August 1982

IR 81-04
"Equipment for hydraulic testing"
Lars Jacobsson, Henrik Norlander
Ställbergs Grufve AB
Stripa, Sweden July 1981

IR 81-05
Part I "Core-logs of borehole VI
down to 505 m"
L Carlsson, V Stejskal
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